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Abstract—This work studies the problem of learning appropriate low dimensional image representations. We propose a generic
algorithmic framework, which leverages two classic representation learning paradigms, i.e., sparse representation and the trace
quotient criterion, to disentangle underlying factors of variation in high dimensional images. Specifically, we aim to learn simple
representations of low dimensional, discriminant factors by applying the trace quotient criterion to well-engineered sparse
representations. We construct a unified cost function, coined as the SPARse LOW dimensional representation (SparLow) function, for
jointly learning both a sparsifying dictionary and a dimensionality reduction transformation. The SparLow function is widely applicable
for developing various algorithms in three classic machine learning scenarios, namely, unsupervised, supervised, and semi-supervised
learning. In order to develop efficient joint learning algorithms for maximizing the SparLow function, we deploy a framework of sparse
coding with appropriate convex priors to ensure the sparse representations to be locally differentiable. Moreover, we develop an
efficient geometric conjugate gradient algorithm to maximize the SparLow function on its underlying Riemannian manifold.
Performance of the proposed SparLow algorithmic framework is investigated on several image processing tasks, such as 3D data
visualization, face/digit recognition, and object/scene categorization.
Index Terms—Representation learning, sparse representation, trace quotient, dictionary learning, geometric conjugate gradient
algorithm, supervised learning, unsupervised learning, semi-supervised learning.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
F INDING appropriate low dimensional representations of datais a long-standing challenging problem in data processing
and machine learning. Particularly, suitable low dimensional im-
age representations have demonstrated prominent capabilities and
conveniences in various image processing applications, such as
image visualization [1], [2], segmentation [3], clustering [3], [4],
and classification [5], [6]. Recent development in representation
learning confirms that proper data representations are the key
to success of modern machine learning algorithms. One of its
major challenges is how to automatically extract suitable repre-
sentations of data by employing certain general-purpose learning
mechanisms to promote solutions to machine learning problems
[7], [8]. In this work, we aim to develop an effective two-layer
representation learning paradigm for constructing low dimensional
image representations, which is capable of revealing task-specific
information in image processing.
1.1 Related Work
Sparse representation is a well-known powerful tool to explore
structure of images for specific learning tasks [2]. Images of
interest are assumed to admit sparse representations with respect
to a collection of atoms, known as a dictionary. Namely, each
image can be constructed as a linear combination of only a
few atoms. With such a model, atoms are explanatory factors
that are capable of describing intrinsic structures of the images
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[7]. Prominent applications in image processing include image
reconstruction, super-resolution, denoising, and inpainting, e.g.,
[10], [11], [12]. The corresponding methods are often referred
to as data-driven sparse representation. Moreover, for a given
dictionary, sparse representations of images can be interpreted
as extracted features of the images, which capture sufficient
information to reconstruct the original images. By feeding the
sparse representations directly to classifiers or other state of the
art methods, improving performance has been observed in various
image processing applications, such as face recognition [13],
motion segmentation [3] and object categorization [14], [15], [16].
These observations suggest that appropriate sparse representations
of images are capable of facilitating specific learning tasks. We
refer to these approaches as task-driven sparse representation.
Performance of task-driven sparse representation methods is
known to depend significantly on the construction of dictionaries.
For example, for solving the problem of image classification,
class-specific dictionaries can be constructed by directly select-
ing images from each class, either randomly [13] or according
to certain structured priors [15], [16], to achieve better results
than state of the arts. Dictionaries can also be learned with
respect to specific criteria, such as locality of images [14], [17],
class-specific discrimination [18], optimal Fisher discrimination
criterion [19], and maximal mutual information [20], to further
improve performance in image classification. Alternatively, sparse
representations can also be combined with the classical expected
risk minimization formulation, such as least squares loss [21],
[22], [23], logistic loss [24], and square hinge loss [25]. In
the literature, these methods are referred to as the task-driven
dictionary learning (TDDL) [24]. Note, that these methods are
mainly devoted to supervised learning.
All aforementioned approaches often solve a problem of
learning both a dictionary and a task-specific parameter, either
sequentially or simultaneously. Sparse representations of images
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are treated as inputs to task-specific learning algorithms, such
as classifiers or predictors. Early work in [26] applies a linear
projection to extract low dimensional features that preserve inner
products of pair-wise sparse coefficients for facilitating image
classification. A similar approach in [27] shows that low di-
mensional features of sparse representations of images, obtained
by applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to sparse
representations, are capable of enhancing performance in image
visualization and clustering. More recently, applying the spectral
clustering framework to sparse representations of images yields
the so-called Sparse Subspace Clustering method [3], leading to
promising results in motion segmentation and face clustering. All
these observations indicate that low dimensional features of sparse
representations can be more task-specific in achieving higher
performance. Such a phenomenon can be studied in a more general
framework of representation learning, which aims to disentangle
underlying factors of variation in data [7], [8], [28]. Specifically,
sparse representations of images can be regarded as a tool for
modelling such factors in a first instance. In a second instance,
a task-dependent combination of the sparse coefficients then has
the potential to further improve the images’ representations. So
far, such representation learning paradigms are often constructed
as a separated two-stage unsupervised encoding scheme, i.e., the
further disentangling instrument is independent from the layer
of sparse representation. Although sparse coding can also been
utilized to construct a deep learning architecture for extracting
more abstract representations [7], such an approach often requires
special computing hardware and a very large amount of training
images, resulting in prohibitive training efforts compared to two-
layer learning approaches.
1.2 Motivation and Main Contributions
The motivation of this work is to develop a generic two-layer
representation joint learning framework that allows to extract
low dimensional, discriminant image representations by linearly
projecting high-dimensional sparse factors of variation onto a low
dimensional subspace. Among various low dimensional learning
instruments for discriminant factors of variation, the Trace Quo-
tient (TQ) criterion is a simple but powerful, linear framework.
For a two-class problem, perfect separation can be achieved via
a TQ minimization, when the classes are linearly separable [31].
This generic criterion is shared by various classic dimensionality
reduction (DR) methods, including PCA, Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) [5], Linear Local Embedding (LLE) [2], Marginal
Fisher Analysis (MFA) [6], Orthogonal Neighborhood Preserving
Projection (ONPP) [31], Locality Preserving Projections (LPP)
[4], Orthogonal LPP (OLPP) [32], Spectral Clustering (SC) [3],
semi-supervised LDA (SDA) [33], etc.
Recently, the authors of this paper proposed to employ the TQ
criterion to further disentangle sparse representations of image
data to facilitate unsupervised learning tasks [34], and developed
a joint disentangling framework, coined as SPARse LOW dimen-
sional representation learning (SparLow). It has been further tested
on supervised learning tasks [35]. Although numerical evidences
of the proposed framework have been provided in these two works,
a complete investigation of the SparLow learning framework has
not been systematically conducted. Hence, the goal of this work
is to fully investigate the potential of the SparLow framework
as a fundamental representation learning instrument in a broad
spectrum of machine learning, i.e., supervised, unsupervised, and
semi-supervised learning, and to further explore its capacity in
image processing applications. The main contributions are as
follows:
1) The difficulty of constructing an efficient algorithm to opti-
mize the SparLow cost function lies in the differentiability of
sparse representations with respect to a given dictionary. To
address this issue, we consider the sparse coding problem by
minimizing a quadratic reconstruction error with appropriate
convex sparsity priors. We show that when sparse repre-
sentations of all data samples are unique, then the sparse
representations can be interpreted as a locally differentiable
function with respect to the dictionary, and the first derivative
of such sparse representation has a closed-form expression.
2) The joint disentanglement problem results in solving an
optimization problem that is defined on an underlying Rie-
mannian manifold. Although optimization on Riemannian
manifolds is nowadays well established, derivation of a
Riemannian Conjugate Gradient (CG) SparLow algorithm
remains a sophisticated task. In this work, we present a
generic framework of Riemannian CG SparLow algorithms
with necessary technical details, so that both theorists and
practitioners can benefit from it.
3) Finally, sensitivity of the SparLow framework with respect to
its parameters is investigated by numerical experiments.
Compared to state of the art TDDL methods, the proposed
SparLow framework shares the following three merits: i) It in-
troduces a generic formulation for learning both a dictionary
and an orthogonal DR transformation in unsupervised, supervised
and semi-supervised learning settings, in contrast to the existing
supervised TDDL approaches [21], [22], [24], [25] and two-layer
unsupervised learning framework [3], [27]; ii) Compared to the
popular class-wise sparse coding approaches, which often learn
one dictionary for each class [18], and employ a set of binary
classifiers in either “one-versus-all” or “one-versus-one” scheme
for multiclass classification [24], [25], SparLow only learns a
compact dictionary and an orthogonal projection for all classes. It
significantly reduces the computational complexity and memory
burden for classifications problems with many classes; iii) Differ-
ent to the TDDL methods that compute the sparse representation
by using the sparsity prior of Lasso or Elastic Net [36], SparLow
allows for more general convex sparsity priors.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief
review on both sparse representations and the trace quotient
optimization. In Section 3, we construct a generic cost function
for learning both a sparsifying dictionary and an orthogonal DR
transformation, and then discuss its several exemplifications in
Section 4. A geometric CG algorithm is developed in Section 5, to-
gether with their experimental evaluations presented in Section 6.
Finally, conclusions and outlook are given in Section 7.
2 SPARSE CODING AND TRACE QUOTIENT
In this section, we first briefly review some state of the art results
of sparse representations with convex priors, which formulate
the first layer of the SparLow. Then, the TQ optimization based
dimensionality reduction is presented, which is used to construct
the second layer of the SparLow. The presented hypothesis,
restrictions and reformulations of both sparse representations and
dimensionality reduction enable us to develop the joint learning
paradigm of the SparLow, which is fully investigated in Sections
3, 4 and 5.
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We start with an introduction to notations and definitions used
in the paper. In this paper, we denote sets and manifolds with
fraktur letters, such as P, S, and Gr, and |P| the cardinality of
the set P. Matrices are written as boldface capital letters like X,
Φ, column vectors are denoted by boldfaced small letters, e.g.,
x, d, whereas scalars are either capital or small letters, such as
n and N . We denote by In the n × n-identity matrix, (·)> the
matrix transpose, tr(·) the trace of a square matrix. Furthermore,
‖ · ‖1 and ‖ · ‖2 denote the `1-, `2-norm of a vector, and ‖ · ‖F
the Frobenius norm of a matrix.
2.1 Sparse Coding with Convex Priors
Let X := [x1, . . . ,xn] ∈ Rm×n be a collection of n data points
in Rm. Sparse coding aims to find a collection of atoms di ∈ Rm
for i = 1, . . . , r, such that each data point can be approximated by
a linear combination of a small subset of atoms. Specifically, by
denoting D := [d1, . . . ,dr] ∈ Rm×r , referred to as a dictionary,
all data samples xi for all i = 1, . . . , n are assumed to be modeled
as
xi = Dφi + i, (1)
where φi ∈ Rr is the corresponding sparse representation of xi,
and i ∈ Rm is a small additive residual, such as noise.
One popular solution of the sparse coding problem above is
given by solving the following minimization problem
min
D∈Rm×r,Φ∈Rr×n
n∑
i=1
1
2‖xi −Dφi‖22 + g(φi), (2)
with Φ := [φ1, . . . ,φn] ∈ Rr×n. Here, the first term penalizes
the reconstruction error of sparse representations, and the second
term is a sparsity promoting regularizer. Often, the function g is
chosen to be separable, i.e., its evaluation is computed as the sum
of functions of the individual components of its argument.
Definition 1 (Separable sparsity regularizer). Let φ :=
[ϕ1, . . . , ϕr]
> ∈ Rr. A funciton g : Rr → [0,+∞) is a sepa-
rable sparsity regularizer if
g(φ) :=
r∑
i=1
gi(ϕi), (3)
with gi(ϕi) ≥ 0 and gi(0) = 0.
There are many choices for g in the literature, such as the `0-
(quasi-)norm and its variations. It is important to notice that an
optimization procedure to solve the problem as in Eq. (2) will
force the norm of columns of D to infinity, and consequently
drive the value g(φi) to zero. To avoid such trivial solutions, it is
common to restrict all atoms di ∈ Rm to have unit norm, i.e., the
set of dictionaries is a product manifold of r times the (m − 1)-
dimensional unit sphere, i.e.,
S(m, r) :=
{
D ∈ Rm×r∣∣‖di‖2 = 1} . (4)
If the dictionary D is fixed, Problem (2) degenerates into a
collection of decoupled sample-wise sparse regression problems.
Specifically, for each sample x, we have
min
φ∈Rr
fx(φ) :=
1
2‖x−Dφ‖22 + g(φ). (5)
If the sparsity regularizer g is strictly convex, then the sparse
regression problem (5) has a unique solution. Thus, the solution
of the sample-wise sparse regression problem can be treated as a
function in x, i.e.,
φD(x) := argmin
φ∈Rr
fx(φ). (6)
With sparse representations of all samples being calculated, spe-
cific learning algorithms can be directly applied to these sparse
coefficients to extract further representations.
By choosing the function g to be the elastic net regularizer
[36], i.e.,
ge(φ) := λ1‖φ‖1 + λ2‖φ‖22, (7)
where parameters λ1, λ2 > 0 are chosen to ensure stability and
uniqueness of the sparse solution, for a given dictionary D, the
solution φD(xi) as in Eq. (6) can be considered as a function
in D, i.e., φD : Rm → Rr , with a closed-form expression [24].
Moreover, the sparse representation φD is locally differentiable
with respect to the dictionary D. Such a convenient result has
lead to a joint learning approach to optimize the cost function
associated with the TDDL methods, e.g., [24], [25].
Unfortunately, for a general choice of g, there is no guarantee
to have a closed-form expression of the sparse representation.
Recent work in [37] proposes the choice of g to be a full un-
normalized Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. Although the cor-
responding sparse representation has no closed-form expression,
its first derivative does have an explicit formula, which enables
the development of gradient-based optimization algorithms. It is
worth noticing that both the elastic net regularizer and the full
unnormalized KL divergence regularizer belong to the category
of convex sparsity regularizer. Hence, we hypothesize that the
choice of an appropriate convex sparsity prior can facilitate the
development of efficient joint learning algorithms for discovering
abstract representations of sparse coefficients of images. Such a
hypothesis is proven to be true in Section 5.1.
2.2 Optimization of the Trace Quotient Criterion
Classic DR methods aim to find a lower-dimensional represen-
tation yi ∈ Rl of given data samples xi ∈ Rm with l < m,
via a mapping µ : Rm → Rl, which captures certain application
dependent properties of the data. Many classic DR methods restrict
the mapping µ to be an orthogonal projection. Let us denote the
set of m× l orthonormal matrices by
St(l,m) :=
{
U ∈ Rm×l|U>U = Il
}
. (8)
Specifically, in this work, we confine ourselves to the form of
orthogonal projections as µ(x) := U>x. This model covers
a wide range of classic supervised and unsupervised learning
methods, such as LDA, MFA, PCA, OLPP, and ONPP. Further
details are given in Section 4.
One generic algorithmic framework to find optimal U ∈
St(l,m) is formulated as a maximization problem of the so-called
trace quotient or trace ratio, i.e.,
argmax
U∈St(l,m)
tr(U>AU)
tr(U>BU) + σ
, (9)
where matrices A,B ∈ Rm×m are often symmetric positive
semidefinite, and constant σ > 0 is chosen to prevent the denom-
inator from being zero. Both matrices A and B are constructed to
measure the “similarity” between data points according to the spe-
cific problems, e.g., [31], [38]. Specifically, in following sections,
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they are represented as smooth functions to measure the discrep-
ancy between sparse coefficient pairs (φD(xi),φD(xj)),∀i, j.
The methodological details and examples will be given and
discussed in Sections 3 and 4.
It is obvious that solutions of the problem in Eq. (9) are
rotation invariant, i.e., let U∗ ∈ St(l,m) be a solution of the
problem, then so is U∗Θ for any Θ ∈ Rl×l being orthogonal.
In other words, the solution set of the problem in Eq. (9) is the
set of all l-dimensional linear subspaces in Rm. In order to cope
with this structure, we employ the Graßmann manifold, which can
be alternatively identified as the set of all m-dimensional rank-l
orthogonal projectors, i.e.,
Gr(l,m) :=
{
UU>|U ∈ St(l,m)
}
. (10)
Thus, the trace quotient problem can be formulated as
argmax
P∈Gr(l,m)
tr(PA)
tr(PB) + σ
. (11)
Although various efficient optimization algorithms have been
developed to solve the trace quotient problem, see [31], [38],
[39], the construction described in the next section requires further
nontrivial, constructive development.
3 A JOINT DISENTANGLING FRAMEWORK
In this section, we construct the SparLow cost function, which
adopts the construction of sparse coding with convex priors in
the framework of TQ maximization to extract low dimensional
representations of sparse codings of images.
The SparLow function allows to jointly learn both a spar-
sifying dictionary and an orthogonal projection in the frame-
work of TQ maximization. Let us denote by Φ(D,X) :=
[φD(x1), . . . ,φD(xn)] ∈ Rr×n the sparse representation of
the data X = [x1, . . . ,xn] for a given dictionary D computed
by solving the sparse regression problems as in Eq. (6). Let
A : Rr×n → Rr×r and B : Rr×n → Rr×r be two smooth
functions that serve as generating functions for the matrices A
and B in the trace quotient in Eq. (11). Constructions of the two
structure matrix-valued function A and B are according to the
specific learning tasks and exemplified in Section 4. We can define
a generic trace quotient function on sparse representations as
f : S(m, r)×Gr(l, r)→ R
f(D,P) :=
tr (PA(Φ(D,X)))
tr (PB(Φ(D,X))) + σ .
(12)
From the perspective of learning representations, the projection P
aims to capture low-dimensional discriminant features in sparse
representations of images. It is important to notice that the function
f is not necessarily differentiable, unless the structure functions
A and B are differentiable in the dictionary D, i.e., the sparse
representations Φ(D,X) are differentiable in D. This issue is
further discussed in Section 5.1.
In order to prevent solution dictionaries from being highly
coherent, which is necessary for guaranteeing the local smooth-
ness of sparse solutions [12], we employ a log-barrier function
on the scalar product of all dictionary columns to control the
mutual coherence of the learned dictionary D, i.e., for dictionary
D = [d1, . . . ,dr] ∈ Rm×r, we define
gc(D) := −
∑
1≤i<j≤r
1
2 log
(
1− (d>i dj)2
)
. (13)
It is worth noticing that the interplay between the exactness of
sparse representations of images Φ(D,X) and the measure of
discrimination of TQ is indirect. As observed in preliminary exper-
iments of this work, it is very difficult to ensure maximization of
the function f regularized by gc to extract good low-dimensional
representations of images for the learning tasks. Namely, sparse
representations Φ(D,X) are data-driven disentangling factors of
variation in the first layer, which carry data information inde-
pendently from the (potentially) task-specific second layer. Such
an observation might also be interpreted as overfitting of sparse
representations to the second layer’s target. In order to deal with
this problem, we propose to adopt the warm start strategy from an
optimal data-driven dictionary, and restrict the new dictionary to
lie in a neighborhood of the warm start to explicitly balance both
data-driven and task-driven information. Specifically, we propose
the following regularizer on the dictionary as
gd(D) :=
1
2‖D−D∗‖2F , (14)
where D∗ is the optimal data-driven dictionary learned from
the data X. In the rest of the paper, we refer to it as the
data regularizer. It measures the distance between an estimated
dictionary D and the dictionary D∗ in terms of the Frobenius
norm. Practically, we set D∗ to be a dictionary produced by
state of the art methods, such as K-SVD [10]. Our experiments
have verified that gd guarantees stable performance of SparLow
algorithms, see Section 6.2.1.
To summarize, we construct the following cost function to
jointly learn both a sparsifying dictionary and an orthogonal
transformation, i.e.,
J : S(m, r)×Gr(l, r)→ R
J(D,P) :=f(D,P)− µ1gc(D)− µ2gd(D),
(15)
where the two weighting factors µ1 > 0 and µ2 > 0 control the
influence of the two regularizers on the final solution. In this work,
we refer to it as the SparLow function.
4 EXEMPLIFICATIONS OF THE SparLow MODEL
In the previous section, we construct the SparLow function for
extracting low dimensional representations of sparse codings of
images. In what follows, we exemplify counterparts of several
classic unsupervised, supervised and semi-supervised learning
methods by constructing various structure smooth functions A
and B in Eq. (12).
4.1 Unsupervised SparLow
We firstly introduce three unsupervised learning methods within
the SparLow framework.
4.1.1 PCA-like SparLow
The standard PCA method computes an orthogonal transformation
U ∈ St(l,m), so that the variance of the low dimensional
representations of the data X is maximized, i.e., U is the solution
of the following maximization problem
max
U∈St(l,m)
tr
(
U>XΠnX>U
)
, (16)
where Πr := Ir − 1r1r1>r is the centering matrix in Rr with
1r = [1, · · · , 1]> ∈ Rr . In the framework of trace quotient, the
denominator is trivially a constant, i.e.,
tr
(
U>BpcaU
)
= tr
(
XΠnX
>), (17)
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with Bpca = tr
(
XΠnX
>)In. By adopting the sparse represen-
tations Φ(D,X), by Φ for short, the two structure functions are
defined as {
Apca(Φ) := ΦΠnΦ>
Bpca(Φ) := tr(ΦΠnΦ>)Ir.
(18)
We refer to the corresponding SparLow algorithm as the PCA-
SparLow algorithm.
4.1.2 LLE-like SparLow
The original LLE algorithm aims to find low dimensional rep-
resentations of the data via fitting directly the barycentric co-
ordinates of a point based on its neighbors constructed in the
original data space [2]. It is well known that the low dimensional
representations in the LLE method can only be computed implic-
itly. Therefore, the so-called ONPP method introduces an explicit
orthogonal transformation between the original data and its low
dimensional representation [31]. Specifically, the ONPP method
solves the following problem
min
U∈St(l,m)
tr
(
U>XZlleX>U
)
, (19)
where Zlle = (In −W)>(In −W) with W ∈ Rn×n being
the matrix of barycentric coordinates of the data. Similar to
the construction for PCA-SparLow, we construct the following
functions for an LLE-like SparLow approach{
Alle(Φ) := ΦZlleΦ>
Blle(Φ) := tr(ΦZlleΦ>)Ir.
(20)
4.1.3 Laplacian SparLow
Another popular category of unsupervised learning methods are
the ones involving a Laplacian matrix of data, e.g., Locality
Preserving Projection (LPP) [4], Orthogonal LPP (OLPP) [32],
Linear Graph Embedding (LGE) [6], and Spectral Clustering [3].
Let us denote by dij := exp(−‖xi − xj‖22/t) the Laplacian
similarity between two data points xi and xj with constant t > 0.
Similar to the approaches applied above, we adopt a simple
formulation by setting{
Alap(Φ) := ΦZlapΦ>
Blap(Φ) := ΦYlapΦ>,
(21)
with Zlap := {zij} ∈ Rn×n being a real symmetric matrix
measuring the similarity between data pairs (xi,xj), and Y :=
{yij} ∈ Rn×n being a diagonal matrix having yii :=
∑
j 6=i zij
for all i, j. Specifically, the similarity matrix Zlap can be computed
by applying a Gaussian kernel function on the distance between
two data samples, i.e., zij = dij if φi and φj are adjacent,
zij = 0 otherwise.
4.2 Supervised SparLow
In this subsection, we focus on the supervised SparLow learn-
ing for solving classification problems. Assume that there are
c classes of images. Let Xi = [xi1, . . . ,xini ] ∈ Rm×ni for
i = 1, . . . , c with ni being the number of samples in the ith
class. The corresponding sparse coefficients are denoted by Φi :=
[φi1, . . . ,φini ] ∈ Rr×ni , and Φ := [Φ1, . . . ,Φc] ∈ Rr×n with
n =
c∑
i=1
ni.
4.2.1 LDA SparLow
The classic LDA algorithm [5] aims to find low-dimensional repre-
sentations of the high dimensional data, so that the between-class
scatter is maximized, while the within-class scatter is minimized.
Let us define by φi ∈ Rr the center of the i-th class. The within-
class scatter matrix is computed as
Blda(Φ(D,X)) =
c∑
i=1
ni∑
j=1
(φij − φi)(φij − φi)>
=
c∑
i=1
ΦiΠniΦ
>
i = ΦL
wΦ>,
(22)
with Lw := diag(Πn1 , · · · ,Πnc) ∈ Rn×n being a block diago-
nal matrix, whose diagonal blocks are the centering matrices in
Rni , associated with the corresponding classes. Let φ ∈ Rr be
the centre of all classes. Then, we can define the between-class
scatter matrix as
Alda(Φ) =
c∑
i=1
ni(φi − φ)(φi − φ)>
=
[
φ1
1n1√
n1
, . . . ,φc
1nc√
nc
]
Πc
[
φ1
1n1√
n1
, . . . ,φc
1nc√
nc
]>
= ΦLbΦ>,
(23)
where Lb := CbΠc(Cb)> with Cb =
Bdiag
( 1n1√
n1
, · · · , 1nc√nc
) ∈ Rn×c.
4.2.2 MFA SparLow
Marginal Fisher Analysis (MFA) [6], also known as Linear Dis-
criminant Embedding (LDE), is the supervised version of the
Laplacian Eigenmaps [31]. The main idea is to maintain the
original neighbor relations of points from the same class while
pushing apart the neighboring points of different classes.
Let N+k1(φi) denote the set of k1 nearest neighbors which
share the same label with φi, and N
−
k2
(φi) denote the set of k2
nearest neighbors among the data points whose labels are different
to that of φi. We construct two matrices Z
+
mfa := {z+ij} ∈ Rn×n
and Z−mfa := {z−ij} ∈ Rn×n with
z+ij =
{
1, φj ∈ N+k1(φi) or φi ∈ N+k1(φj),
0, otherwise,
(24)
and
z−ij =
{
1, φj ∈ N−k1(φi) or φi ∈ N−k1(φj),
0, otherwise.
(25)
Then, the Laplacian matrices for characterizing the inter-class and
intra-class locality are defined as
L−mfa = Y
−
mfa − Z−mfa, and L+mfa = Y+mfa − Z+mfa, (26)
where Y+ and Y− are two diagonal matrices defined as
y+ii =
∑
j 6=i
z+ij , and y
−
ii =
∑
j 6=i
z−ij . (27)
Then, we construct the following functions for MFA-like SparLow
approach, i.e., {
Amfa(Φ) := ΦL−mfaΦ>
Bmfa(Φ) := ΦL+mfaΦ>.
(28)
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4.2.3 MVR SparLow
Many challenging problems, e.g., multi-label classification, can
be modeled as multivariate ridge regression (MVR) by solving the
following minimization problem
min
D,U,W
‖Z−W>U>Φ(D,X)‖2F + µ‖W‖2F , (29)
where Z ∈ Rd×n is the target matrix, U ∈ St(l, r), W ∈ Rl×d
and µ ∈ R+. By freezing both Z and U, a solution to the problem
as in Eq. (29) with respect to W has a closed form expression as
W =
(
U>(ΦΦ> + µIr)U
)−1
U>ΦZ>. (30)
Using this closed expression to substitute W in Eq. (29), we can
rewrite Eq. (29) in the form of the SparLow asAmvr(Φ) := −ΦZ
>
mvrZmvrΦ
>
Bmvr(Φ) :=
(
Φ
(
Φ> + µIr
))
.
(31)
Therein, Zmvr can be constructed as the binary class labels of
input signals, which is usually coded as Zmvr ∈ Rc×n with
zi = [zi1, · · · , zic]>, zij = 1 if zi is in class j, zij = 0
otherwise. Alternatively, Zmvr can also be a handcrafted indicator
matrix according to labels, e.g., the “discriminative” sparse codes
in [22].
4.3 Semi-supervised SparLow
In this subsection, we demonstrate that the SparLow model is also
well suited to exploit unlabeled data in a semi-supervised setting.
Assume that there are nl labeled samples Xl ∈ Rm×nl and nu
unlabeled samples Xu ∈ Rm×nu , with n = nl +nu. For a given
dictionary D, we denote by Φl ∈ Rr×nl and Φu ∈ Rr×nu the
corresponding sparse coefficients. The first assumption to support
semi-supervised SparLow model is that the learned dictionary for
specific class is also effective for learning good sparse features
from unlabeled data [24]. Secondly, we follow the way that
learning semi-supervised DR settings associated with preserving
the global data manifold structure, namely, nearby points will have
similar lower-dimensional representations [33], [40] or labels [41],
[42].
Given the whole dataset X, let us define the graph Laplacian
matrix L = Y −Z ∈ Rn×n, where Z := {zij} with zij weight-
ing the edge between adjacency data pairs (φi,φj), zij = 0
otherwise. Y is diagonal with yii :=
∑
j 6=i zij for all i, j.
4.3.1 Semi-supervised LDA SparLow
For labeled dataset Xl, we adopt the criterion of LDA and
compute matrices Lw and Lb as same to Section 4.2.1. Hence
the total scatter matrix can be written as
St(Φ(D,Xl)) := ΦL
tΦ>, (32)
with Lt := Lw + Lb ∈ Rnl×nl . Similar to the constructions of
Section 4.2.1, we construct the formulations of semi-supervised
LDA SparLow as{
Asda(Φ) := ΦL˜bΦ>,
Bsda(Φ) := Φ(L˜t + αL)Φ>,
(33)
where α ∈ R controls the influence of labeled Laplacian matrix
L˜t ∈ Rn×n and global Laplacian matrix L ∈ Rn×n. Therein, L˜b
and L˜t are the augmented matrices of Lb and Lt, namely,
L˜b=
[
Lb 0nu×nu
0nu×nu 0nu×nu
]
, and L˜t=
[
Lt 0nu×nu
0nu×nu 0nu×nu
]
.
4.3.2 Semi-supervised Laplacian SparLow
We now consider the semi-supervised version of Laplacian Spar-
Low. For the dataset X, let us define the nonlocal graph Laplacian
matrix LN = YN − ZN in Rn×n with zNij weighting the edge
between non-adjacency data pairs (φi,φj), z
N
ij = 0 otherwise.
YN is diagonal with yNii :=
∑
j 6=i z
N
ij for all i, j. For the labeled
dataset Xl, we adopt the settings of Section 4.2.2 and define
interclass local Laplacian matrix L− ∈ Rnl×nl and intraclass
local Laplacian matrix L+ ∈ Rnl×nl . Hence, we construct the
formulations of Semi-supervised Laplacian SparLow as{
Aslap(Φ) := Φ(L˜− + α1LN )Φ>
Bslap(Φ) := Φ(L˜+ + α2LN )Φ>,
(34)
with α1 ∈ R+, α2 ∈ R+ control the influence of labeled
Laplacian matrix and unlabeled Laplacian matrix. Similar to the
setting of Section 4.3.1, let L˜− ∈ Rn×n and L˜+ ∈ Rn×n denote
the augmented matrices of L− and L+.
4.3.3 Semi-supervised MVR SparLow
The supervised linear (label-based) regression (e.g., SVM) as-
sociated with a manifold regularisation [42], is another popular
framework for resolving semi-supervised learning problems. In
this section, we adopt an MVR model associated with a manifold
regularization as
min
U,W
‖Zl −W>U>Φl‖2F + ρ1‖W‖2F
+ ρ2 tr
(
W>U>ΦLΦ>UW
)
,
(35)
where Zl ∈ Rd×nl is the target matrix for Xl, U ∈ St(l, r),
W ∈ Rl×d and ρ1, ρ2 ∈ R+. By fixing U, minimization of the
problem as in Eq. (35) with respect to W leads to a closed-form
expression
W =
(
U>
(
ΦlΦ
>
l +ρ1Ir +ρ2ΦLΦ
>)U)−1U>ΦlZ>l . (36)
Using this closed-form expression to substitute the W in Eq. (35),
we can rewrite Eq. (35) in the form of SparLow as{
Asmvr(Φ) := −ΦlZ>l ZlΦ>l
Bsmvr(Φ) := ΦlΦ>l + ρ1Ir + ρ2ΦLΦ>.
(37)
5 OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM FOR SparLow
In this section, we firstly investigate the differentiability of the
SparLow function, and then present a geometric conjugate gradi-
ent algorithm that maximizes the SparLow cost function on the
underlying Riemannian manifold.
5.1 Differentiability of the SparLow Function
In this subsection, we investigate the differentiability of the
SparLow function J , and derive its Euclidean gradient in the
embedding space of the product manifold S(m, r) × Gr(l, r) ⊂
Rm×r × Rr×r , which is the building block for computing the
Riemannian gradient of J in Section 5.2.
By the construction of the SparLow function being differ-
entiable in the orthogonal projection P, we can compute the
Euclidean gradient of J with respect to P as
∇J(P) = A(Φ(D,X))− f(D,P) · B(Φ(D,X))
tr(PB(Φ(D,X))) + σ . (38)
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The Euclidean gradient of J with respect to D consists of three
components, i.e.,
∇J(D) = ∇f (D)− µ1∇gc(D)− µ2∇gd(D), (39)
two of which are the Euclidean gradients of the two regularizers,
which can be simply computed as
∇gd(D) = D−D∗, (40)
and
∇gc(D) = D
∑
1≤i<j≤r
2d>i dj
1− (d>i dj)2
(
eie
>
j + eje
>
i
)
, (41)
with ei ∈ Rr being the i-th basis vector of Rr. The computation
of the first component ∇f (D) requires the differentiability of the
sparse representation Φ(D,X).
Given images xi and dictionary D, let φ
∗
i :=
[ϕ∗1, . . . , ϕ
∗
r ]
> ∈ Rr be the sparse representation given by solving
the sparse regression problems as in Eq. (6). We denote the set of
indexes of non-zero entries of φ∗i , known as the support of φ
∗
i , by
P(xi,D) :=
{
j ∈ {1, . . . , r}|ϕ∗j 6= 0
}
. (42)
The differentiability of the sparse representation Φ(D,X) re-
quires the following assumptions.
Assumption 1. A separable regularizer g is strictly convex, and
each component-wise function gi for i = 1, . . . , r is differentiable
everywhere except at the origin, i.e., g′i(x) 6= 0 for x 6= 0.
Remark 1. The strict convexity of g ensures the uniqueness of
solutions of the sample-wise sparse regression, and also enables
explicit characterizations of the unique global minimum. It is easy
to show that most popular convex sparsifying regularizers, e.g., the
`1-regularizer, the elastic net regularizer, and full unnormalized
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, fulfill this assumption.
Assumption 2. For an arbitrary D ∈ S(m, r), the union of the
supports of all sparse representations φ∗i for all i = 1, . . . , n is
the complete set of indices of atoms, i.e.,
n⋃
i=1
P(xi,D) = {1, . . . , r}. (43)
Assumption 2 ensures all atoms in the dictionary are updated at
any dictionary D. Then, we can derive the following proposition
about the differentiability of the sparse representation Φ(D,X).
Proposition 1. If both Assumption 1 and 2 hold true, then the
sparse representation Φ(D,X) is differentiable on S(m, r) ×
Gr(l, r).
The proof of the proposition is given in Appendix. The proposition
leads straightforwardly the following corollary about the differen-
tiability of the SparLow function.
Corollary 1. If both Assumption 1 and 2 hold true, then the
SparLow function J defined in Eq. (15) is differentiable on
S(m, r)×Gr(l, r).
Finally, in order to develop gradient-based algorithms, we need
the first derivative of Φ(D,X) to admit closed-form expression.
We refer to Appendix for more details and the proof of the
following result.
Proposition 2. Let a separable regularizer g satisfy Assumption 1.
If each component-wise function gi has non-degenerate Hessian
except at the origin, i.e., g′′i (x) > 0 for x 6= 0, where g′′i (x) de-
notes the second derivative of function gi, then the first derivative
of Φ(D,X) has a closed-form expression.
In order to compute the Euclidean gradient of f with respect
to D, we need to compute the first derivative of f at D ∈ Rm×r
in direction Ξ ∈ Rm×r, as
D1f(D)Ξ = tr
(
P
(
DA(Φ) ◦D Φ(D,X)Ξ)
tr
(
PB(Φ(D,X)))+ σ
− f(D,P)·DB(Φ) ◦D Φ(D,X)Ξ
tr
(
PB(Φ(D,X)))+ σ
)
,
(44)
where DA(Φ) : Rm×r → Rr×r and DB(Φ) : Rm×r → Rr×r
are the directional derivatives of A(·) and B(·), respectively. Its
calculation is dependent on the concrete construction of the two
matrix-valued functions A and B. Although there are various
constructions ofA(Φ) and B(Φ) for different learning paradigms,
see Section 4, there are two basic forms, namely, ΦZΦ> and
tr(ΦZΦ>)Ir with Z ∈ Rn×n being some structure matrix
specified in Section 4. The tedious computation of Eq. (44) can be
generalized in the following form
D1f(D)Ξ = tr
( A˜(Φ)−f(D,P)B˜(Φ)
tr
(
PB(Φ(D,X)))+σ︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Z∈Rn×n
D Φ(D,X)Ξ
)
, (45)
where D Φ(D,X)Ξ ∈ Rr×n is the first derivative of Φ with
respect to the dictionary D. Here, A˜ and B˜ are two matrix-valued
functions dependent on the specific choice of A(·) and B(·). We
summarize the general formula for A˜ and B˜ for Eq. (45). When
A(Φ) = ΦZΦ>, we have
A˜(Φ) = (ZΦP)> + ZΦ>P. (46)
When B(Φ) = tr(ΦZΦ>)Ir , we have
B˜(Φ) = Z>Φ> + ZΦ>. (47)
Let Pi be a shorthand notation for P(xi,D) and ki := |Pi|
denote the cardinality of Pi. We denote further φPi := {ϕi,j} ∈
Rki with j ∈ Pi and DPi ∈ Rm×ki being the subset of D,
in which the index of atoms (columns) fall into the support Pi.
Finally, by recalling the first derivative of the generic sparse coding
φ as computed in Eq. (12) in Appendix, we compute the Euclidean
gradient as
∇f (D) =
n∑
i=1
V
(
xiZPiK
−1
i −DPiφPiZPiK−1i
−DPiK−1i Z>PiφPi
)
,
(48)
where Ki := D>PiDPi + Hg(φPi) with Hg(φPi) being the
Hessian matrix of the regularizer g defined on φPi . Here,
V : Rm×ki → Rm×r produces a matrix by replacing columns
of the zero matrix in Rm×r with columns of matrix Y ∈ Rm×ki
according to the support Pi.
5.2 A Geometric CG SparLow Algorithm
In this subsection, we present a geometric CG algorithm on the
product manifold M := S(m, r) × Gr(l, r) to maximize the
SparLow function J as defined in Eq. (15). It is well known that
CG algorithms offer prominent properties, such as a superlinear
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Algorithm 1: A CG-SparLow Framework.
Input : X ∈ Rm×n and functions A : Rr×n → Rr×r and
B : Rr×n → Rr×r as specified in Section 4 ;
Output: Accumulation point (D∗,P∗)∈S(m, r)×Gr(l, r) ;
Step 1: Given an initial guess D(0) ∈ S(m, r) and P(0) ∈
Gr(l, r) ;
Step 2: Set j = j + 1, let
(
D(j),P(j)
)
=(
D(j−1),P(j−1)
)
, and compute the Riemannian gradient
G(j) = H(j) = gradJ
(
D(j),P(j)
)
;
Step 3: Set M(j) =
(
D(j),P(j)
)
;
(i) Update M(j) ← ΓM(j),H(j)(t∗), where
t∗ = argmax
t∈R
J ◦ ΓM(j),H(j)(t);
(ii) Compute G(j+1) = gradJ(M
(j));
(iii) Update H(j+1)←G(j+1) +β TM(j),t∗H(j)(H(j)),
where β is chosen such that TM(j),t∗H(j)(G(j)) and
H(j+1) conjugate with respect to the Hessian of J
at M(j).
Step 4: If
∥∥M(j+1) −M(j)∥∥ is small enough, stop. Other-
wise, go to Step 2 ;
M
M(j)
TM(j)M
H(j)
ΓM(j),H(j) (t
(j))
M(j+1)
TM(j+1)M
TM(j),t(j)H(j) (H(j))
∇J (M(j+1))
gradJ (M
(j+1))
H(j+1)
Fig. 1. A CG update from the point M(j) to the point M(j+1) on a
manifold M. Tangent space at M ∈ M: TMM; a CG search direction
at M: H ∈ TMM; the Euclidean gradient ∇J (M) and its induced Rie-
mannian gradient: gradJ (M) ∈ TMM; retraction: ΓM : TMM → M;
vector transport: TM,H : TMM→ TΓM,H(t)M.
rate of convergence and the applicability to large scale optimiza-
tion problems with low computational complexity, e.g., in sparse
recovery [12]. We refer to [12], [43] for further technical details
for these computations.
Classic geometric CG algorithms require the concepts of
geodesic and parallel transport, which are often more computa-
tionally demanding. In this work, we adopt an alternative approach
based on the concept of retraction and its corresponding vector
transport. A generic framework of our CG-SparLow algorithm is
summarized in Algorithm 1, and further illustrated in Fig. 1. In
the rest of this section, we explain the key technical details of the
CG-SparLow algorithm.
Firstly, we recall some basic geometry of product manifold M.
We denote the tangent space of M at M := (D,P) by
TMM := TDS(m, r)× TPGr(l, r), (49)
where TDS(m, r) and TPGr(l, r) denote the tangent space of the
product of spheres S(m, r) and the Grassmann manifold Gr(l, r),
respectively. We endow the manifold M with the Riemannian
metric inherited from the surrounding Euclidean space, i.e.,
〈(D1,P1), (D2,P2)〉R := tr(D1D>2 ) + tr(P1P>2 ), (50)
with D1 ∈ Rm×r and P1 ∈ Rr×r .
In each sweep of the CG algorithm (from Step 2 to Step 4
in Algorithm 1), after computing the Euclidean gradient of J
as computed in Eq. (38) and (39), we compute the Riemannian
gradient of J with respect to the Riemannian metric as defined in
Eq. (50) via the associated projection on the tangent space TMM.
Concretely, we have
gradJ(D,P) :=
(
grad1J(D,P), grad2J(D,P)
)
, (51)
with grad1J(D,P) and grad2J(D,P) being the Riemannian
gradients of J with respect to the first and the second parameter,
respectively. Specifically, we have
grad1J(D,P) := ∇J(D)−D ddiag(D>∇J(D)) (52)
with ddiag(·) putting the diagonal entries of a square matrix into
a diagonal matrix form, and
grad2J(D,P) := P∇J(P)+∇J(P)P−2P
(∇J(P))P. (53)
A retraction ΓM : TMM → M is a smooth mapping from
the tangent space TMM to the manifold, such that the evaluation
ΓM(0) = M and the derivative D ΓM(0) : TMM → TMM is
the identity mapping. For the unit spheres, we restrict ourselves to
the following retraction, for d ∈ S(m, 1) and ξ ∈ TdS(m, 1)
γd,ξ(t) :=
d + tξ
‖d + tξ‖2 ∈ S(m, 1). (54)
For constructing a retraction on the Grassmann manifold
Gr(l,m), we need a map with P ∈ Gr(l,m) and Ψ ∈
TPGr(l,m)
ζP,Ψ(t) :=
(
Ir + t(ΨP−PΨ)
)
Q
, (55)
where t > 0 is the step size, and (·)Q is the unique QR
decomposition of an invertible matrix, i.e., all diagonal entries of
the upper triangular part are positive. Then we define the following
retraction on Gr(l,m) as
γP,Ψ(t) := ζP,Ψ(t)P(ζP,Ψ(t))
> ∈ Gr(l,m). (56)
In concatenation, we construct a retraction on M := S(m, r) ×
Gr(l, r) with M := (D,P) ∈M and H := (Ξ,Ψ) ∈ TMM as
ΓM,H(t) :=
(
[γdi,ξi(t)]i=1,...,k, γP,Ψ(t)
)
, (57)
which is used for implementing a line search algorithm on M in
Step 3-(i), see [12]. Finally, by recalling the vector transport on
S(m, 1) with respect to the retraction γd,ξ(t) in Eq. (54) as
τd,tξ(ξ˜) :=
1
‖d + tξ‖2
(
In +
(d + tξ)(d + tξ)>
‖d + tξ‖22
)
ξ˜, (58)
and the vector transport on Gr(l,m) with respect to the retraction
γP,Ψ(t) in Eq. (56) as
τP,tΨ(Ψ˜) := ζP,Ψ(t)Ψ˜(ζP,Ψ(t))
>, (59)
we define the vector transport of H˜ := (Ξ˜, Ψ˜) ∈ T(D,P)M with
respect to the retraction ΓM,H(t) in the direction tH = (Ξ,Ψ) ∈
T(D,P)M, denoted by TM,H : TMM→ TΓM,H(t)M, as
TM,tH(H˜) :=
(
[τdi,tξi(ξ˜i)]i=1,...,k, τP,tΨ(Ψ˜)
)
. (60)
For updating the direction parameter β in Step 3-(iii), we employ
a formula proposed in [44]
βKH =
〈
G(j+1), G(j+1) − TM(j),tH(j)G(j)
〉
R〈
H(j), G(j)
〉
R
. (61)
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Fig. 2. Impact of the regularizers to the recognition rate on the USPS digits (SparLow/R refers to PCA-SparLow methods without gd).
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Fig. 3. Trace of performance over optimization process initialized with
different sparse coding methods on 15-Scenes dataset.
6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS
In this section, we investigate performance of our proposed Spar-
Low framework in several image processing applications. For the
convenience of referencing, we adopt the following fashion to
name the algorithms in comparison: for example, the PCA-like
SparLow algorithm described in Section 4.1.1 is referred to as the
PCA-SparLow and its sequential learning counterpart, which di-
rectly applies a PCA on the corresponding sparse representations,
as SparPCA.
6.1 Experimental Settings
In unsupervised learning experiments, we employ the K-SVD
algorithm [10] to compute an empirically optimal data-driven
dictionary, then initialize SparLow algorithms with its column-
wise normalized copy, as required by the regularizer gd. For
both supervised and semi-supervised learning, we adopt the same
approach to generate a sub-dictionary for each class, and then
concatenate all sub-dictionaries to form a common dictionary.
In order to compare the performance of the SparLow system
with different initial dictionaries, Fig. 3 depicts the optimization
process of LDA-SparLow performed on the 15-Scenes dataset,
with the data-driven dictionary being learned by K-SVD, ODL
[45] and RLS-DLR [46], respectively. Furthermore, Fig. 6 depicts
the optimization process of supervised SparLow methods with the
data-driven dictionary being learned by K-SVD.
With the initial dictionary D(0) ∈ S(m, r) being given, the
initial orthogonal projection P(0) ∈ Gr(l, r) can be directly
obtained by applying classic TQ maximization algorithms on
the sparse representations of the samples with respect to D(0).
Certainly, when the number of training samples is huge, it is
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Fig. 4. Comparison on recognition results with different dictionary sizes
for PIE faces. The classifier is 1NN.
unnecessary to perform a TQ maximization in order to generate
an initialization. Instead, we employ only a selection of random
samples to compute the initial orthogonal projection P(0).
In all experiments, we choose σ = 10−3 by hand in Eq. (12).
The parameters for µ1, µ2, r, l in Eq. (15) and λ1, λ2 in Eq. (7)
or λ in KL-divergence [37] could be well tuned via performing
cross validation. Images are presented as m-dimensional vectors,
and normalized to have unit norm. For datasets without a pre-
construction of training set and testing set, all experiments are
repeated ten times with different randomly constructed training
set and test set, and the average of per-class recognition rates is
recorded for each run. For most of our experiments, we employ
the elastic net method [36] to solve the sparse coding problem (6).
An alternative solution based on KL-divergence is also evaluated
in the application of large scale image processing in Section 6.4.
Fig. 4 plots the recognition rates of LDA-SparLow, MFA-
SparLow, SRC, FDDL [19], and LC-KSVD with varying dictio-
nary sizes (number of atoms). In all cases, the proposed methods
perform better than SRC and FDDL, and give significant im-
provement to LC-KSVD and TDDL. This also confirms that an
increasing dimension of spare representation can enhance linear
separability for image classification, as observed in [29], [30].
6.2 Tuning of Parameters
Training a SparLow model can be computationally expensive. We
firstly investigate the impact of various factors of the learning
model. All experiments in this subsection were conducted on the
USPS dataset [47], which contains 7291 training images and 2007
testing images. After applying SparLow models on the images
to produce the corresponding low dimensional representations,
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we employ the one-nearest neighbor (1NN) method to test the
performance of the SparLow in terms of classification.
6.2.1 Weighing the Regularisers
Here, we investigate the impact of the two regularizers gc and gd
on the performance of the SparLow, i.e., the inference of weighing
parameters µ1 and µ2 in Eq. (15). Firstly, we test a special
case that µ2 = 0, i.e., without the data regularizer. Fig. 2(a)
shows the box plot of results of applying the 1NN classification
ten times on the USPS database with random initializations. As
usual, the recognition accuracy is chosen as the lowest one of
recognition results after the algorithm running 20 iterations of
each run, i.e., the converged value of recognition in this work. The
results suggest that the regularizer gd has the capability of ensuring
good reconstruction, and achieving stable discriminations. Fig. 6
depicts the trace of performance over optimization process of
supervised SparLow on CMU PIE faces with ntrain = 120 and
USPS, respectively. All sub-figures in Fig. 6 and Fig. 2(a) show
that the regularizers gc and gd can highly improve the stability of
recognition accuracy after convergence.
We further investigate the influence of different weighing
factors µ1 and µ2 for both the PCA-SparLow and LDA-SparLow
on the 1NN classification problem. The experiments are performed
with r = 1000, and l = 50 for PCA-SparLow, l = 9 for LDA-
SparLow. Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) depict the 1NN classification
results of PCA-SparLow and LDA-SparLow with respect to dif-
ferent weighing factors µ1 and µ2. It is clear from Fig. 2(b) and
Fig. 2(c) that for both PCA-SparLow and LDA-SparLow, suitable
choices of µ1 and µ2 can improve the performance of the SparLow
system.
6.2.2 Targeted Low Dimensionality
The main goal of this work is to learn appropriate low dimensional
representations of images. In this experiment, we investigate the
impact of the choice of the targeted low dimensionality l to the
performance of SparLow. As depicted in Fig. 5(a), SparLow mod-
els of three classic unsupervised learning algorithms are examined
in terms of recognition accuracy with respect to different targeted
low dimensionality l. It is clear that, when l ≥ 32, all three
tested unsupervised SparLow methods perform almost equally
well for this specific task. Similar trends are also observed in the
supervised SparLow’s as in Fig. 5(b). Hence, we conclude that,
after bypassing a threshold of the targeted low dimensionality, the
performance of the corresponding SparLow method is stable and
reliable.
6.2.3 Number of Labelled Samples
For semi-supervised learning, one important aspect is surely the
number of labelled samples. We compare the SparLow counter-
parts of three state of the art semi-supervised learning algorithms,
i.e., SDA-SparLow versus SDA [33], SLap-SparLow versus SDE
[40], SMVR-SparLow versus label propagation methods, e.g.,
LapRLS [42] and LGC [41].
More specifically, the dictionary D̂ is initialized by Laplacian
SparLow. For label propagation methods, e.g., LapRLS and LGC,
we use the same settings as in [41], [42] for classification. We
choose µ1 = 2.5× 10−4, µ2 = 5× 10−3, λ1 = 0.2, λ2 = 10−3
for all tests. Moreover, we set α = 0.1 for SDA-SparLow and
SMVR-SparLow, α1 = 0.1, α2 = 0.01 for SMFA-SparLow. The
neighborhood size is set to 20. Our results in Fig. 5(c) show
that the three semi-supervised SparLow methods consistently
outperform all other state of the art methods. It is also worth
noticing that with an increasing number of labeled samples, semi-
supervised SparLow methods demonstrate greater advantages over
their conventional counterparts.
6.3 Evaluation of Disentanglability
In this subsection, we investigate the disentanglability of the pro-
posed SparLow framework in the setting of unsupervised learning,
which is arguably to be a challenging scenario to test the ultimate
goal of representation learning, i.e., to automatically disentangle
underlying discriminant factors within the data. Hereby, the disen-
tangling factors of variation could be discerned consistently across
a set of images, such as the class information, various levels of
illuminations, resolutions, sharpness, camera orientations, the ex-
pressions and the poses of faces, etc. In the following, we take the
disentangling factors of the class information, the illuminations,
the expressions and the poses of faces as examples to evaluate the
disentanglability of the proposed SparLow framework.
Our first experiments are performed on the CMU-PIE face
dataset [33], which consists of 68 human subjects with 41, 368
face images in total. In our experiments, we set λ1 = 10−2, λ2 =
10−5, µ1 = 2.5 × 10−4, µ2 = 5 × 10−3. It is often considered
to possess strong class information, compared to other classic
recognition benchmark datasets. We follow the same experimental
setting as described in [33] and choose the frontal pose and use
all the images under different illuminations, so that we get 64
images for each subject with the resized scale 32×32. We compare
three classic unsupervised learning methods, namely, PCA, ONPP,
and OLPP, with its sequential sparsity based methods, and our
proposed SparLow methods. Fig. 7 reports the performance of the
three families of methods, applied to 1NN classification problems
on the CMU-PIE dataset. It is clear that the SparLow methods
outperform by far the state of the art algorithms consistently.
A popular intuitive approach to evaluate disentanglability of
representation learning methods is via a visualization of the
extracted representations. Similar to the concepts of Fisherfaces
in [5], eigenfaces in [5], laplacianfaces in [4], orthogonal lapla-
cianfaces in [32], and orthogonal LLEfaces in [2], we construct
the jth SparLow facial disentanglement υj as
υj = Duj ∈ Rm, (62)
with uj being the jth column vector of projection matrix U.
Fig. 8(a) shows the first ten eigenfaces, laplacianfaces, and LLE-
faces from top to bottom, while Fig. 8(b) depicts the first ten
basis vectors of learned disentangling factors of variation for PCA-
SparLow, Lap-SparLow and LLE-SparLow, accordingly. Clearly,
our learned facial features in Fig. 8(b) capture more factors of
variation in faces, such as varying poses and expressions (e.g.,
smile), than the state of the arts in Fig. 8(a).
Furthermore, we aim to intuitively illustrate the disentangled
factor by visualizing the low dimensional image representations,
i.e., 3D. As suggested in [33], a subset containing 11, 554 PIE
faces with five near frontal poses (C05, C07, C09, C27, C29)
and different illuminations are chosen, thus we nearly get 170
images for each individual. Our experiments of 3D visualization
were conducted on PIE faces (class 5, 35, 65), compared to their
classic counterparts. As depicted in Fig. 9, the 3D representations
captured in the original data space, shown in the first row in
Fig. 9, are hardly possible to cluster or group. In particular, the
boundary between each pair of faces are completely entangled.
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Fig. 5. Impact of targeted low dimensionality and number of labelled samples to the recognition rate of 1NN classification on the USPS digits.
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Fig. 6. Trace of performance over optimization process of supervised SparLow with or without regularizers.
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Fig. 7. Face recognition on 68 class PIE faces. The classifier is 1NN.
Randomly choose 8160 training samples and 3394 testing samples.
It is evidential that visualization powered by the SparLow, i.e.,
the third row in Fig. 9, leads to direct clustering of the faces. In
short, the class information is clearly disentangled, while the other
approaches fail.
Then we perform 3D visualization on PIE faces without class
information. We choose 70 faces from the class 5 with 2 factors
of variations, i.e., poses and illuminations. As can be seen from
the Fig. 10, the information referred to poses and illuminations
could be clearly disentangled. In Fig. 10(a), from left to right, the
illumination become stronger. From top to bottom, the poses of
faces change from left to right. The similar results are also shown
in Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 10(c).
Our last experiments in this subsection are performed on
handwritten digits, i.e., the MNIST dataset 1 and the USPS dataset.
The MNIST dataset consists of 60000 handwritten digits images
for training and 10000 digits images for testing. The parameters
for elastic net are set to be λ1 = 0.2, λ2 = 2 × 10−5, and
1. http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
Methods USPS(1NN)
USPS
(GSVM)
MNIST
(1NN)
MNIST
(GSVM)
PCA [27] 86.40%,
l = 50
92.43%,
l = 50
84.62%,
l = 50
94.63%,
l = 50
Sparse PCA [48] 87.66% 88.91% 86.10% 90.88%
OLPP [32] 84.11% 91.48% 83.12% 94.76%
ONPP [31] 87.39% 92.73% 85.01% 95.21%
KPCA [31] 89.19%,
l = 50
93.27%,
l = 50
− −
LLE [2] 68.81% 90.43% 66.09% 93.11%
LE [31] 71.85% 91.93% 68.16% 93.90%
ISOMAP [31] 64.80% 90.13% 60.51% 91.67%
CS-PCA [27] 87.84% 94.22% 87.65% 96.04%
PCA-SparLow 92.18%,
l = 50
96.82%,
l = 50
91.23%,
l = 50
97.12%
Lap-SparLow 91.83% 96.26% 89.32% 96.91%
LLE-SparLow 90.78% 96.16% 89.10% 96.93%
TABLE 1
Classification Performance (Accuracy (%)) for the MNIST & USPS
datasets of the Proposed SparLow methods, with comparisons to
some classical unsupervised approaches.
µ1 = 5 × 10−3, µ2 = 4 × 10−4, for both experiments on the
MNIST and USPS datasets. We compare the SparLow methods to
several state of the art methods, on the task of 1NN and Gaussian
SVM (GSVM) classification. For PCA, KPCA and PCA-SparLow,
we set l = 50, for other methods, we set l = 20. For USPS, we
use the full training and testing dataset. For MNIST, we randomly
choose 30000 images for training, and use standard 10000 testing
dataset. Our results in Table 1 suggest that the SparLow methods
consistently outperform the state of the arts.
6.4 Performance in Large Scale Image Processing
Finally, we investigate performance of the SparLow model in large
scale image processing applications, specifically, the problem of
object categorization on large scale image dataset with complex
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(a) Features extracted from original data
(1)
(2)
(3)
(b) Features extracted from sparse representations
Fig. 8. Visualisation of facial features on PIE faces [33]. The presented features are generated via Eq. (62). From top to bottom: (1) PCA eigenfaces;
(2) Laplacianfaces; (3) LLEfaces.
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Fig. 9. 3D visualisation of PIE faces (class 5, 35, 65). From top to bottom: Applying OLPP/PCA/ONPP in original space, in sparse space with
respect to initial dictionary D̂, and in sparse space with respect to learned dictionary via SparLow, respectively.
backgrounds, such as the images from Caltech-101 [49], Caltech-
256 [50] and 15-Scenes [51].
We adopt a popular approach of object categorization to
firstly detect certain local image features, such as dense SIFT
or dense DHOG (a fast SIFT implementation) [52], then to
quantize them into discrete “visual words” over a codebook, and
finally to compute a fixed-length Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP)
vector of acquired “visual words” [16], [17], [51]. We refer to
such an approach as the SIFT/DHOG-SPP representation. In our
experiments, the local descriptor is extracted from s × s pixel
patches densely sampled from each image, specifically, we choose
s = 16 for SIFT and s = 16, 25, 31 for DHOG. The dimension
of each SIFT/DHOG descriptor is 128. A codebook with the size
of k = 1024 or k = 2048, is learned for coding SIFT/DHOG
descriptors. We then divide the image into 4 × 4, 3 × 3 and
1 × 1 subregions, i.e., 21 bins. The spatial pooling procedure for
each spatial sub-region is applied via the max pooling function
associated with an “`2 normalisation”, e.g., [16], [17], [22],
[25]. The final SPP representations are computed with the size
m = 21504 or m = 43008, and hence are reduced into a low-
dimensional PCA-projected subspace. In what follows, we denote
by m,mPCA, r, l the dimension of SPP representation, PCA
projected subspace, sparse codes, and learned low dimensional
representation, respectively.
6.4.1 Number of Reduced Features
It is known that the computational complexity of sparse coding
mainly depends on the choice of dictionary size [35]. It is hence
necessary to investigate the impact of the number of features to the
performance of SparLow. We employ a popular approach to firstly
apply a classic PCA transformation on the SPP features, and then
learn a dictionary on reduced features [13]. In this experiment, we
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(a) PCA-SparLow. (b) OLPP-SparLow (c) ONPP-SparLow
Fig. 10. 2D visualization of PIE faces (class 5).
TABLE 2
Classification Performance (Average accuracy (%)) on Caltech-101 & Caltech-256 datasets.
(a) Caltech-101 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 (b) Caltech-256 15 30 45 60
KSPM [51] − − − 56.40 − − 64.40 KSPM [51] − 34.10 − −
ScSPM+SVM [16] − − − 67.0 − − 73.2 ScSPM+SVM [16] 27.73 34.02 37.46 40.14
LLC+SVM [17] − 51.15 59.77 65.43 67.74 70.16 73.44 LLC+SVM [17] 34.36 41.19 45.31 47.68
Griffin [50] − 44.2 54.5 59.0 63.3 65.8 67.60 Griffin [50] 28.30 34.10 − −
SRC [13], [22] − 48.8 60.1 64.9 67.5 69.2 70.7 SRC [13], [22] 27.86 33.33 − −
D-K-SVD [21], [22] − 49.6 59.5 65.1 68.6 71.1 73.0 D-K-SVD [21], [22] − 33.72 − 48.88
BMDDL [23] 31.88 56.10 66.01 69.56 71.32 72.28 75.54 BMDDL [23] 35.41 41.56 46.90 52.32
LC-K-SVD [22] 28.9 54.0 63.1 67.7 70.5 72.3 73.6 LC-K-SVD [22] 28.9 34.32 − −
FDDL [19] − 51.1 60.6 65.6 68.5 70.4 71.0 FDDL [19] − − − −
SSPIC [15] − 55.1 62.1 65.0 67.5 68.9 71.5 LSc [14] 29.99 35.74 38.47 40.32
LDA+GSVM − 50.49 60.39 64.28 67.10 71.24 72.40 TDDL [24] 33.14 39.05 44.16 49.05
SparLDA − 54.60 65.26 70.05 72.12 73.2 75.82 SparLDA 35.62 39.53 47.08 51.90
LDA-SparLow 31.23 56.44 67.12 73.82 74.70 76.20 76.86 LDA-SparLow 38.05 43.26 50.32 55.74
SDA-SparLow 46.12 67.42 72.01 76.12 76.64 77.40 78.25 SparMFA 36.42 40.89 47.62 51.76
MFA-SparLow 32.43 57.52 68.44 73.95 75.56 76.63 77.32 MFA-SparLow 38.82 44.05 51.34 56.82
SMFA-SparLow 46.02 68.66 72.92 76.02 77.24 77.80 78.42 SparMVR 32.90 37.91 45.03 50.64
MVR-SparLow 29.30 54.79 65.63 70.56 73.33 75.41 76.15 MVR-SparLow 36.29 40.66 47.92 52.56
SMVR-SparLow 44.82 66.43 70.80 75.48 76.32 77.14 77.76 − − − −
deploy the Caltech-101 dataset [49], which contains 9144 images
from 102 classes. Most images are in medium resolution (about
300× 300 pixels). Fig. 11 show the recognition results of several
supervised SparLow and semi-supervised SparLow methods with
PCA projected SPP features. It is obvious that after reaching a
certain number of reduced features, i.e., l > 1024, all methods
in test show no significant improvement. Moreover, it is worth
knowing that the performance of two semi-supervised SparLow
methods consistently outperform other methods.
6.4.2 Caltech-101 dataset
Learning on Caltech-101 dataset is often considered to be hard,
since the number of images per category varies significantly from
31 to 800. In our experiments, we set λ1 = 5×10−2, λ2 = 10−5,
k = 1024, r = 1020, and choose l ∈ {101, 287, 512} are set
for LDA, MFA, MVR related methods, respectively. We confine
ourselves to the same experimental settings as used in [16], [17],
[51]. We randomly select 1, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30 labeled images
per category for training and the rest images for testing. For
semi-supervised SparLow, the training set includes all labeled
and unlabelled images. Table 2 (a) gives a comparison of LDA-
SparLow, SLDA-SparLow with approaches from the literatures.
Note that, for the number of labeled samples nl = 1, LDA
and LDA-SparLow are not applicable. It shows that our proposed
approaches consistently outperform all the competing approaches.
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Fig. 11. Recognition results using proposed MFA-SparLow in PCA
projected subspace on Caltech-101 dataset. ntrain = 30, r = 3060.
Especially, the semi-supervised SparLow could significantly im-
prove the recognition accuracy when the labeled training samples
are limit. The possible reason is that some categories have large
samples, e.g., the category airplanes has 800 samples, the nl ≤ 30
is too much limit for training such a category. Semi-supervised
SparLow’s take advantage of all the data for training sparsifying
dictionary, which is the key factor to promote the discrimination
of sparse representations.
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6.4.3 Caltech-256 dataset
The Caltech-256 dataset consists of 30607 images from 256
categories with various resolutions from 113×150 to 960×1280.
Each category has at least 80 images. Unlike the Caltech-101
dataset, this dataset contains multiple objects in various poses at
different locations within the images. Existence of background
clutter and occlusion result in higher intraclass diversity, which
makes the categorization task even harder.
We apply our DHOG-SPP SparLow on randomly selected
15, 30, 45, 60 training images per category, respectively. We
set λ = 0.1, mPCA = 2560, k = 2048, r = 3128. For
LDA-like SparLow, MFA-like SparLow and MVR-like SparLow,
we set l = 255, 361 and 387, respectively. Finally, we use
GSVM for classifying the low dimensional representations. In this
experiment, we use the sparse coding formulation associated with
KL-divergence. Table 2 (b) shows that our results outperform the
state of the art methods under all the cases. Moreover, we also
implemented TDDL for comparison, and the each sub-dictionary
size of TDDL is fixed as r = 200. It shows that TDDL’s perform
worse than the SparLow’s. The possible reason is that TDDL’s
associated with a binary classifier may suffer the huge number of
classes.
6.4.4 15-Scenes dataset
We finally evaluate the SparLow framework on the 15-Scenes
dataset [51]. This dataset contains totally 4485 images falling into
15 categories, with the number of images in each category ranging
from 200 to 400 and image size around 300 × 250 pixels. The
image content is diverse, containing not only indoor scenes, such
as bedroom, kitchen, but also outdoor scenes, such as building and
country views, etc.
Following the common experimental settings, we use SIFT-
SPP as input with k = 1024 and mPCA = 2000. For MFA,
we set k1 = 70, k2 = 100, and l = 50. For SparMFA and
MFA-SparLow, we set k1 = 30, k2 = 100 and l = 60. For all
supervised and semi-supervised SparLow methods, the dictionary
size r = 750. Table 3 compares our results with several sparse
coding methods in [13], [14], [16], [17], [21], [22], [23], [53],
GSVM, and the method in [51], which are all using SPP features
as input data. As shown in Table 3, our approaches significantly
outperform all state of the art approaches. Note that, the bottom
three lines are all semi-supervised methods.
Methods Accuracy Methods Accuracy
BMDDL [23] 96.9 Lobel [53] 86.3± 0.5
GSVM 72.2 LDA 91.69
KSPM [51] 83.50 SparLDA 95.89
ScSPM+GSVM [16] 80.28 LDA-SparLow 97.47
LLC+GSVM [17] 89.2 MFA 92.82
SRC [13], [22] 91.8 SparMFA 96.65
LSc [14] 89.7 MFA-SparLow 98.46
K-SVD [10] + LDA 92.6 MVR (l = 512) 93.10
D-K-SVD [21] 89.01 SparMVR 96.32
LC-K-SVD [22] 92.9 MVR-SparLow 97.55
FDDL [19] 90.2 − −
SDA [33] 97.28 SDA-SparLow 99.18
SDE [40] 97.66 SLap-SparLow 99.25
LapRLS [42] 94.86 SMVR-SparLow 99.12
TABLE 3
Averaged classification Rate (%) comparison on 15-Scenes dataset.
The classifier is 1NN for the third column if not specified.
7 CONCLUSION
In this work, we present a low dimensional representation learning
approach, coined as SparLow, which leverages both sparse repre-
sentation and the trace quotient criterion. It can be considered
as a two-layer disentangling mechanism, which applies the trace
quotient criterion on the sparse representations. Our proposed
generic cost function is defined on a sparsifying dictionary and
an orthogonal transformation, which form a product Riemannian
manifold. A geometric CG algorithm is developed for optimizing
the SparLow function. Our experimental results depict that in
comparison with the state of the art unsupervised, supervised and
semi-supervised representation learnings methods, our proposed
SparLow framework delivers promising performance in data vi-
sualization and classification. Moreover, the proposed SparLow is
flexible and can be extended to more general cases of low dimen-
sional representation learning models with orthogonal constraints.
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APPENDIX
Note, that the numbering of equations in Appendix continues from
the numeration in the manuscript. The proof of Proposition 1
requires the following two lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let g : Rr → R satisfy Assumption 1. Then, for
a given x ∈ Rm and a dictionary D ∈ Rm×r , a vector
φ∗ := [ϕ∗1, . . . , ϕ
∗
r ]
> ∈ Rr is the unique solution to the sparse
regression problem as in Eq. (5), if and only if, the following
conditions hold{
d>i (x−Dφ∗) = ∇gi(ϕ∗i ), for ϕi 6= 0,
d>i (x−Dφ∗) ∈ ∂gi(0), for ϕi = 0.
(63)
Here ∂gi(0) = [−b1, b2] with b1, b2 > 0 is the subgradient of
element-wise regulariser gi at 0.
Proof. Since the cost function Eq. (5) is strictly convex as a result
of g being strictly convex, the unique solution φ∗ satisfies the
subdifferential optimality condition, i.e.,
0 ∈ ∂fs(φ∗), (64)
where ∂fs(φ
∗) is the subdifferential of fs at φ∗. By the construc-
tion that the cost function is separable, the subdifferential of the
cost function is computed as
d>i (x−Dφ∗) ∈ ∂gi(ϕi). (65)
By the fact that ∂gi(ϕi) = ∇gi(ϕi) for all ϕ∗i 6= 0, the result
follows.
Lemma 2. Let g : Rr → R satisfy Assumption 1, and Assump-
tion 2 hold true. Then, for a given x ∈ Rm and a dictionary
D ∈ Rm×r, the unique solution φ∗ := [ϕ∗1, . . . , ϕ∗r ]> ∈ Rr to
the sparse regression problem as in Eq. (5) is smooth in an open
neighborhood around D∗.
Proof. Recall the definition of support P(x,D∗) as in Eq. (42),
we define its complement set as
Q(x,D∗) := {i ∈ {1, . . . , r}|ϕ∗i = 0}. (66)
Let k = |P(x,D)|, φP ∈ Rk and DP ∈ Rm×k being the
subset of D ∈ Rm×r , in which the indices of columns fall into
the support P. We construct a function as
η : Rm×r × Rr → Rr,
η(D,φ) := D>[P,Q](x−D[P,Q]φ)−
[∇gP(φP)
φQ
]
,
(67)
with φ = [φ>P φ
>
Q]
>, φP ∈ Rk, and φQ ∈ Rr−k. The function
η is smooth in both D and φ, and η(D∗,φ∗) = 0. Taking the
directional derivative of η with respect to D and φ leads to
D η(D,φ)(HD,hφ)
=
[
χ1(D[P,Q],φ) χ2(D[P,Q],φ)
]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Jη(D,φ)∈Rr×(r+m·r)
·
[
hφ
vec(HD)
]
, (68)
where
χ1(D[P,Q],φ) :=
[
HgP(φP) 0k,r−k
0r−k,k Ir−k
]
+D>[P,Q]D[P,Q], (69)
and χ2(D[P,Q],φ) ∈ Rr×(m·r) is a tedious term without clear
knowledge on its rank. Here, HgP(φP) ∈ Rk×k is the Hessian
matrix of the separable sparsifying function restricted on the
support P, i.e., gP := {gi} ∈ Rk with i ∈ P. The matrix
Jη(D,φ) is known as the Jacobian matrix of η. Our aim is
to ensure the full rankness of the Jacobian matrix to apply the
implicit function theorem [1]. Often, it is assumed that m ≤ r.
Let κ(D) be the spark of D, i.e., the smallest number of columns
from D that are linearly dependent [2]. If k < κ(D), then the
Jacobian matrix Jη(D,φ) is of full rank. Unfortunately, the spark
is often very difficult to control during an optimization procedure.
Thus, a simple but general fix to make Jη(D,φ) have full rank
is to have Hessian HgP(φP) non-degenerate. In other words,
by Assumption 2 and the implicit function theorem, there exist
two open neighborhood containing D∗ and φ∗, i.e., D∗ ∈ U
and φ∗ ∈ W, and a unique continuously differentiable function
φ̂ : U → W, so that φ̂(D∗) = φ∗ and η(D, φ̂(D)) = 0 for all
(D,φ) ∈ U×W.
Let us denote φ̂(D) := [ϕ̂1(D), . . . , ϕ̂r(D)]> ∈ Rr. Since
φ̂ is continuously differentiable in D and φ̂(D∗) = φ∗, there
exists an open subset U ⊂ U, so that the following holds true
with a gap  > 0 and  < min{b1, b2}{ |ϕ̂i(D)− ϕ∗i | < , for i ∈ P;
|ϕ̂i(D)| < , for i /∈ P. (70)
We then construct the following projection
ΠP : Rr → Rr, φ 7→ φ˜ := [ϕ˜1, . . . , ϕ˜r]>, (71)
where
ϕ˜i :=
{
ϕi, for ϕi /∈ ∂gi(0);
0, for ϕi ∈ ∂gi(0). (72)
It is clear that the projection ΠP does not change support, and is
hence smooth in φ. Consequently, the composition ΠP(φ̂(D)) is
a smooth function in D, and is the unique solution of the sparse
regression problem for given (D,x) with D ∈ U by Lemma 1,
i.e., ΠP(φ̂(D)) = φ
∗(D). Thus, the result follows.
Finally, the proof of Proposition 1 is straightforward.
Proof. For each sample xi with i = 1, . . . , n, let us denote by
φ∗i the sparse representation with respect to a common dictionary
D∗. We further denote by Ui an open neighborhood containing
D∗, so that the unique solution φ∗i (D) is smooth. Then a finite
number of unions of sets Ui is a non-empty set as
U∗ :=
n⋂
i=1
Ui (73)
with ∗ := mini i. It is straightforward to conclude that the
complete collection of Φ∗ = [φ∗1, . . . ,φ
∗
n] is smooth in U∗ .
In the rest of this appendix, we show a lemma, which enables
development of gradient based algorithms.
Proposition 2. Let g : Rr → R satisfy Assumption 1, and for a
given x ∈ Rm and a dictionary D∗ ∈ Rm×r, let φ∗ ∈ Rr be
the unique solution to the sparse regression problem as in Eq. (5).
Then, the first derivative of φ∗P has a close form expression as
Dφ∗P(DP)H =
(
K(DP)
)−1(
H>x−(H>DP+D>PH)φ∗P). (74)
Proof. Recall the results from Lemma 2, the unique solutionφ∗ =
[ϕ∗1, . . . , ϕ
∗
r ]
> ∈ Rr is smooth in an open neighborhood around
D∗. Since the support P(xi,D∗) stays unchanged, the vector
φP is smooth in an appropriate open neighborhood containing
DP, i.e., we can compute
∇gP(φP) = D>P(x−DPφP). (75)
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We then take the derivative on the both sides of Eq. (75) with
respect to DP in direction H ∈ TDPS(m, k) as
D
(∇gP(φP(DP)))H = H>(x−DPφP)−D>PHφP
−D>PDP DφP(DP)H.
(76)
The left hand side in Eq. (76) can be computed by
D
(∇gP(φ(D)))H = HgP(φP) ·DφP(DP)H, (77)
where HgP(φP) ∈ Rk×k is the Hessian matrix of function gP.
It is positive definite by Assumption 1. Substituting Eq. (77) into
Eq. (76) leads to a linear equation in DφP(DP)H as
K(DP) ·DφP(DP)H=H>x−
(
H>DP+D>PH
)
φP. (78)
where K(DP) := HgP(φP)+D
>
PDP is positive definite. Thus,
the closed form expression as in Eq. (74) follows.
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